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In the Murtal, classic car drivers get going 
 
A classic car is something very special for its owner. What could be better than revving up the 
engine of your pride and joy after the long winter months and exploring and enjoying the 
blossoming region with it? It is not without reason that the Murtal is the cradle of motor 
sports in Austria. Countless possibilities invite you to enjoy "Life on the Road". The freshly 
printed oldtimer tour map has the most beautiful tour tips for you! 
 
On the Road again - The Murtal offers ten great ideas for tours in and around the region with 
the new classic car tour map. The central location of our region offers the ideal starting point 
for tours to all parts of Styria and beyond. Whether it's a long tour of almost 400 kilometres 
or a lively short tour to let your mind wander.  
 
The 10 tours contain something to suit every rider's heart. From an extensive route to the 
Carinthian lakes, to a historical highlight with the Castles Tour or a winding experience with 
the Gaberl Pack Tour - there is something for every taste.  
 
The start and finish of each tour is the well-known centre of motor sports in Austria, the Red 
Bull Ring. Here, motor sports enthusiasts can immerse themselves in the multifaceted world 
of powerful two- and four-wheeled vehicles and also feel it. During the driving experiences, 
you can test how much racing blood you have in you. Here you will feel the heartbeat that 
comes with your touring experience.  
 
You will feel a nostalgic motorsport feeling at the Puch Museum in Judenburg and the Beetle 
Museum in Gaal. Here Haflinger, Knutschkugel, Puch Maxi and co. will inspire you and bring 
the "old times" and stories to life. 
 
You can find the free tour map in our information offices in the Murtal, as well as online at 
www.murtal.at as a download or to order. 
 
The Murtal is not Austria's motor sports centre for nothing. 
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